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In every call center, there are two types of employees. Those who are rated the 
best by customers, and others who are struggling to become a star employee. 
There is a three to four times difference between the performances of the top 
quartile sales agent and bottom quartile sales agent.
 
Reports show that around 36% of customers feel that the most frustrating aspect 
of a poor customer service experience is that an agent that lacks the knowledge or 
ability to solve their issues. Management has little to no control over sales pitch 
delivery when it comes to the sales voice process. This is one of the major issues 
faced by struggling agents. And not being able to monitor every call leaves the 
management unaware of this. This affects their customer rating. Therefore,     
standard sales delivery is a must.

There is no transparency in the sales pitch       
delivery.

There is a wide gap between the star sales 
agent and the agent who needs a performance 
improvement.

There will be an improvement 
in agent productivity.

Operational costs 
will reduce.

 Companies will 
get valuable 

leads.

Management will be 
able to monitor calls 

in real-time. 



Introduction
Whenever customers face problems regarding any product, the most common 
step they take is calling the company’s customer care services. However, around 
40-50% of calls received by an inbound call center are transactional level-1          
service calls. For example, usually, if bank customers have a query regarding    
bank balance, dues, or loans, they immediately call the customer care to find     
out. 

In other words, most of the calls are about basic queries for which the                 
customers do not need to waste an agent’s time. Answering these calls affects 
agent productivity. However, these calls can be handled swiftly when a clear    
question is asked by customers. In that case, help can be provided to them with 
standard actions or answers.  



Challenge
Expert agents answering basic     
questions lead to low inbound agent     
productivity. 

They need to manage agent          
overheads.

They face long customer queues which leads to 
most of the customers being put on hold.             
According to Forrester, nearly 45% of consumers 
will abandon an online transaction if their       
questions or concerns are not addressed quickly. 
Thus, this affects their customer service               
experience. 

There is difficulty is scaling up teams 
for certain tasks. 

They face high agent attritions. 



Solutions

The AI can 
perform     
outbound and 
inbound calls nonstop   
without an agent’s help. This 
way, agents do not need to 
waste their time answering basic 

queries. Rather, they can use this 
time to focus on complex        
problems.

AI-Powered Voice 
Bots are capable of 

dealing with  customers 
efficiently. They can 
handle the level-1 queries 

of  customers easily, by 
having  a  human-like 
conversation.



This 
will cut short the 

response time, as the 
agents will only have to 

deal with calls that need 
their urgent attention. Also, 
if the query becomes           

complicated for the Voice 
Bots, they will simply 
transfer the call to 
a human 
agent.

               

Further, 
through    
sentiment analysis, 
the AI can redirect 
requests only to those 
agents where the caller is 

most likely to be satisfied.



Using AI-powered Voice Bots for answering basic queries can have the 
following benefits:

Benefits

An elevation in call 
center agent      
productivity.

There will be a       
standard service     
delivery.

Operational costs 
will reduce. 



We help businesses enhance their customer experience using AI-Powered
Voice Assistant in customer interaction channels and Speech Analytics in

historical or post-facto speech data.

To know more:

Visit:  www.kwantics.com
or

Email: sales@kwantics.com


